
Questionnaire for the INTEGRATION processevaluation 

 

Dear partner of the INTEGRATION-network, 

With the following questions we want to get a feedback for the progress of our project. This is only an internal 

evaluation and we will not judge your comments. We are interested in finding out whether you are satisfied or  

there is something that must be changed or optimised. So your answers and the answers of your partners will lead 

to a collection of statements about our common work which we will present during our next transnational meeting. 

Thank you for taking part.  

 

1. How do you judge the project progression of the INTEGRATION-network? 

Contacts with partners very good good less good bad 

Management/Project management very good good less good bad 

Transnational Meeting very good good less good bad 

 

2. Are you generally satisfied with the INTEGRATION-project? 

Very satisfied    Satisfied     It`s O.K.    Not satisfied    Not at all satisfied 

Reasons: 

 

3. What did you like so far? 

 

4. What did you dislike so far? 

 

5. What can be improved in your opinion? 

 

6. What are possible solutions or ways for making improvement? 

 

7. What are positive effects of the INTEGRATION-network for you until now? 

 

8. Did you get any perspectives or a fresh impetus which you can use or realize for your own projects? 

Yes  No 

If yes, please describe in short: 

 

9. Did you get an impression of what your partners are doing in their institutions? 

Yes, exactly   Yes, approximately   Could be better   No, not exactly   No, not at all 

 

10. Would you like to have any more information? Yes  No 

If yes, what kind of information would you like? 

 

11. The working language in the INTEGRATION-network is English...how are you getting along? 

Your point of view: 

 

12. What do you expect or wish for the further work of the INTEGRATION-network? 

 

11. What else would you like to tell us (criticism, comments, opinions, ideas etc.)? 


